Long-period modelling of MedNet waveforms for the December 13, 1990 Eastern Sicily earthquake
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Abstract
The availability of broad-band digital data allows the analysis of the seismic signal in the low-noise frequency band for structural and seismic source studies. We model complete seismograms – surface and body waves – for the December 13, 1990, Eastern Sicily earthquake, recorded at regional distances on the MedNet stations AQU, BNI and KEG. The inversion for the moment tensor is carried out following two approaches: a) a model-independent strategy to fit complete seismograms in the 100-130 s period range; b) the calibration of phase velocity curves along each path to fit surface waves in the 40-100 s range. Both methodologies yield stable and consistent results: the 1990 Eastern Sicily earthquake had a seismic moment of $M_0 = 3.7 \times 10^{24}$ dyne-cm, corresponding to magnitude values of $m_b = 5.5$, $M_L = 5.7$, $M_W = M_L = 5.8$. In a second stage, synthetic seismograms are generated by full reflectivity in the 5-50 s period range, with a new code based on the "minors" integration. By modelling surface waves in the 30-50 s range and body waves to 5 s periods, we derive average velocity models for the Central and Eastern Mediterranean, and constrain the hypocenter of the 1990 Eastern Sicily earthquake to be in the 13-17 km depth range.
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1. Introduction

Among the outstanding seismological issues is the accurate, rapid monitoring of regional seismicity (100-3000 km distance range).

The need to develop accurate methods for the rapid evaluation of size and geometry of the seismic source is crucial in the densely inhabited Mediterranean basin, where even a shock of moderate proportions may cause a catastrophe. The December 13, 1990, Eastern Sicily earthquake caused widespread damage ($I =$ VII-VIII Mercally maximum intensity) and 19 casualties. Several estimates of the size of this event have been issued: magnitudes $m_b = 5.5$ and $M_S = 5.3$ (NEIC), $M_D = 5.6$ (TRI), $M_D = 5.3$ (TTG), $M_D = 5.2$ (THE), $M_D = 5.1$ and $M_L = 5.4$ (ING) (it should be noted that this spread is all too frequent, reflecting the true limitation of the magnitude scales); seismic moments $M_0 = 4 \times 10^{24}$ dyne-cm (PPT) and $M_0 = 3.3 \times 10^{24}$ dyne-cm (CMT). In the immediate aftermath of the event the only available size estimate was a preliminary $M_D = 4.9$ issued by ING, since the rapid determination procedures of EMSC and NEIC were not triggered. Consistent estimates of the focal geometry were derived only later using arrivals...
from teleseismic stations (Amato et al., personal communication, 1991; De Rubeis et al., personal communication, 1991) and by waveform modelling (CMT).

Modelling digital waveforms is the main tool of modern seismology for structural and seismic source studies. Waveform modelling at teleseismic distances (> 3000 km) is relatively straightforward; body waves travel mostly in the more homogeneous lower mantle and surface waves average out the structural heterogeneity along very long paths; the effect of the seismic source in the seismogram is dominant and the synthesis of complete low-frequency seismograms can be efficiently carried out with accurate algorithms using depth-dependent velocity models.

Modelling regional waveforms (100-3000 km distance range) is a more complex exercise, due to theoretical and practical limitations. At this distance the contributions of the source complexity and of the propagation in the heterogeneous lithosphere and upper mantle are equally important. The availability of digital

**Fig. 1.** Seismicity of the Central-Eastern Mediterranean region, from the ISC 1964-1990 catalogue; a minimum threshold of $m_b = 4$ is applied. Also shown is the distribution of the MEDNET stations which recorded the December 13, 1990, Eastern Sicily earthquake (squares) and the location and fault plane mechanism of the event.
waveforms collected at regional distances has always been limited, due to the sparse distribution of global digital stations; in addition, regional seismic phases arrive very close to each other and often simultaneously in the seismogram, posing serious problems of identification and separation.

Today the installation of regional seismic networks in many areas of the world provides digital data of unprecedented quality at regional scale and seismology is renewing efforts to study the seismic process of regional earthquakes (Dreger and Helmberger, 1990; Karabulut et al., 1991; Ritsema et al., 1991; Nakamichi et al., 1992). Here we model complete seismograms for the December 13, 1990, Eastern Sicily earthquake, recorded at regional distances on the MedNet stations AQU, BNI and KEG.

Our aim is to invert for the moment tensor in different frequency bands and to assess the stability and the precision of the results with regard to the structural model and the inversion procedures used. Part of the material included here and more details on the technical procedures can be found in Giardini (1991) and Giardini et al. (1993a,b). A second goal is to model surface waves at periods of 30-50 s and body waves in the 5-50 s range for source and structural investigations.

2. The MedNet data

MedNet is the very-broad-band seismographic network installed by the Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica di Roma in countries of the Mediterranean area, in the framework of the WorldLab program Plato-I; at the expected completion in 1994, MedNet will monitor the regional seismicity with 15 sites (Boschi et al., 1991). The Eastern Sicily event provides a good test for the rapid moment tensor determination using MedNet data; three stations were operating on that day (BNI, KEG, AQU; fig. 1).

The high standards of VBB technology (Wielandt and Streckeisen, 1986; Wielandt and Steim, 1986) and of the MedNet installation procedures (Giardini et al., 1992) allow Earth noise in the low-frequency band and wave trains to be recorded with excellent signal-to-noise ratios at regional distances for small earthquakes (m = 4-5; Wielandt and Steim, 1986); the best performance in the long-period band is obtained in the 40-130 s period range (fig. 2).

The extended dynamic range (140 dB) of VBB instrumentation makes it possible to record scale large local events (m = 6 at less than 50 km distance). The possibility of telemetering waveforms for several MedNet sites allows automatic procedures for data scanning and processing to be implemented with minimal intervention of the operator for a rapid evaluation of the seismic activity.

Figure 3 displays the vertical record at AQU on the VBB and LP channels, and the LP trace filtered in different frequency bands.

3. Modelling regional waveforms

Waveform modelling must be adapted to the period range and epicentral distance of interest. Several approaches are possible to model seis-
Fig. 3. Vertical trace of the December 13, 1990, Eastern Sicily earthquake recorded at AQU on the VBB and LP channels, and the LP trace low-passed filtered at different frequencies: 30, 20 and 8 mHz. The amplitude scale is in digital counts.

...ograms recorded at regional and teleseismic distances:

- seismograms at very long period (more than 100 s) are dominated by surface waves for shallow earthquakes, and are easily modelled using a standard Earth model; complete seismograms can be synthetized by normal mode summation at regional and teleseismic epicentral distances;

- in the long-period 40-100 s range the dispersion of surface waves depends strongly on the lithospheric structure and requires the calibration of phase velocity curves along each path, or phase velocity maps for whole regions, a task which, on a global scale, can be attained with sufficient precision only in a few regions; although lithospheric models of the European-Mediterranean region have been derived from the existing data (Panza et al., 1980; Cal-cagnile et al., 1982), an accurate three-dimensional structural model capable to reproduce all path heterogeneities in the Mediterranean region over the wide frequency band of interest is still wanting; body waves are a significant component of the seismogram, especially the S phase and its reflections, and can be modelled using an average velocity model;

- at periods of 10-40 s the amplitude of surface waves is influenced by the focusing-defocusing effects caused by the laterally heterogeneous velocity structure and by lateral variations in Q; surface wave modelling requires sophisticated algorithms dealing with 2-D and 3-D structures; the synthesis of body waves also requires the knowledge of the structural model, but it can be accomplished using depth-dependent velocity models, pro-
vided the path is not crossing a steeply dipping interface (subduction areas) or a major structural interface (plate boundaries);
  - at periods of 1-10 s the aim is to model individual body wave phases.

Here we show examples of the four types to recover source properties for the December 13, 1990, Eastern Sicily earthquake.

4. Long-period moment tensor inversion: 130-100 s

The inversion for the moment tensor of regional earthquakes over a wide range of dimensions (10^{23} - 10^{28} dyne-cm) requires the synthesis of accurate regional seismograms over a wide range of frequencies. Our first approach is to constrain the analysis to the long-period (100-130 s) portion of the low-noise spectral window. Indeed, body- and surface-waves at periods exceeding 100 s are insensitive to regional-scale heterogeneities in seismic velocity and can be modelled using an average structural model. Further advantages of long-period modelling are the simplicity of the parametrization of the seismic source, taken as a point source, and the availability of efficient codes for the generation of accurate synthetic seismograms, valid also in the near field, by normal mode summation (Woodhouse, 1988) using radially symmetric Earth models (PREM; Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981).

We use an algorithm suitable for the determination of moment tensors of regional earthquakes (Giardini et al., 1993a,b). The main elements of the code are:

  - we invert waveforms in the time domain, band-passed in the 8-10 mHz frequency band; for smaller events we choose data windows characterized by higher signal-to-noise ratio;
  - a library of complete synthetic seismograms is built, computed at fixed epicentral distances for selected hypocentral depths, by normal modes summation (Woodhouse, 1988) using the PREM model (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981);
  - we invert three-components, 20-min records, containing long-period body waves and the first orbit of Rayleigh and Love waves;
  - a time shift is computed for each trace, accounting for the source half-duration, for the centroid mislocation of large earthquakes and for any phase contamination due to a strongly heterogeneous path; the frequency range (8-10 mHz) is nearly monochromatic and warrants the use of a single, frequency-independent correction term;
  - the source process is parametrized with the full moment tensor and the added constraint of null volumetric component;
  - depth is constrained by variance minimization on inversions at different trial depths, following Romanowicz and Suarez (1983);
  - for large earthquakes we use data in narrow frequency bands with periods up to 500-1000 s.

Waveform fitting for the Eastern Sicily event is shown in fig. 4; we obtain a seismic moment \( M_0 = 3.7 \times 10^{24} \) dyne-cm, in agreement with the published CMT solution and corresponding to magnitude values of \( m_b = 5.5, M_S = 5.7, M_W = M_L = 5.8 \) (using regression laws from Heaton et al., 1986).

We perform several tests to assess the stability of the solution. In fig. 5 we show the focal mechanisms obtained using the joint MedNet data and in single station inversions; for comparison the CMT mechanism and two fault planes solutions (S1, Amato et al., personal communication, 1991; S2, De Rubeis et al., personal communication, 1991) are also displayed. For all the solutions we list the seismic moment and the variance to the whole MedNet dataset (defined as the ratio between the misfit and the data norm and expressed in percentiles). The agreement obtained by inversion of single station data is very encouraging, indicating that even a single VBB station permits reliable control of the seismic source of regional earthquakes (cfr. Ekström et al., 1986).

As we invert waves in an almost monochromatic frequency band, our depth resolution is not ideal; indeed the most important consideration is again the stability of the solution, in terms of dimension and fault geometry, also in the presence of erroneous depth. Figure 6
In addition, we may estimate the uncertainty associated with the single independent elements of the moment tensor. A larger instability is usually associated with the $M_{10}$ and $M_{01}$ components of the moment tensor, which can be reduced by applying a weak minimization scheme in the inversion; however, the value of the seismic moment and the dip-slip component of the moment tensors can be affected by the minimization scheme. A test for the Eastern Sicily event (fig. 7) shows that the moment tensor solution is stable unless a very strong constraint on the moment size is applied. Solutions with a wide range of minimization parameters ($\varepsilon = 0.0-0.05$) have very similar moment tensor elements; the $M_{10}$ and $M_{01}$ components of the moment tensor are always rather small, as the moment tensor is dominated by the strike-slip $M_{00}$ component; the seismic moment for these four inversions decreases from 4.0 to $3.7 \times 10^{24}$ dyne-cm, while the normalized variance remains in the 0.043-0.045 range. Only with a very strong constraint ($\varepsilon = 1.0$) does the solution degrade considerably (variance = .13) and the seismic moment diminish to $2.5 \times 10^{24}$ dyne-cm. As the moment tensor in all cases is dominated by the strike-slip components, its geometry remains stable.

5. Long-period moment tensor inversion: 100-400 s

A second approach focuses on the inversion of surface waves in the 40-100 s period range, adopting a regionalized, frequency-dependent phase-velocity model to account for the 3-D lithospheric structure. This method cannot be extended to higher frequencies, as the focussing and defocussing due to lateral heterogeneities in velocity and the laterally varying $Q$ induce large amplitude effects on surface waves, requiring 2-D and 3-D modelling.

Our approach to invert regional waveforms is based on the consideration that (a) although lithospheric models of the European-Mediterranean region have been derived from the existing data (ex. Panza et al., 1980), an accurate three-dimensional structural model capable of
reproducing all path heterogeneities in the Mediterranean region over the wide frequency band of interest is still wanting, (b) a global average model (ex. PREM) can reproduce the amplitude of surface waves down to periods of 30-40 s quite accurately, and (c) what is required is thus a simple strategy to calibrate the phase velocity along each path in the 40-100 s period range.

The main elements of our approach are:

- to use the initial reference library of synthetic seismograms computed at fixed epicentral distances for selected hypocentral depths for the 1-D model (PREM);
- to compute phase correction curves for Rayleigh and Love waves in the 40-100 s band by smoothing phase differences between data and synthetics on specific station-event paths for moderate-large earthquakes, using moment tensor solutions derived at low frequency;
Fig. 7. Absolute amplitude of the six elements of the moment tensor for five inversions performed with different minimization constraints ($\varepsilon = 0.0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 1.0$). Upward triangles indicate positive values; downward triangles indicate negative ones. The seismic moments obtained in the five inversions are respectively 4.0, 3.9, 3.9, 3.7, $2.5 \times 10^{24}$ dyne-cm; the corresponding normalized variances are 0.043, 0.043, 0.043, 0.045 and 0.125.

![Moment Tensor Elements](image)

**Fig. 8.** Multiple-frequency forward modelling for the vertical component of station KEG. To the left are the comparisons of data and synthetics computed for the reference model in five narrow frequency bands (from top to bottom 8-10, 10-14, 14-18, 18-22, 22-26 and 8-26 mHz) and in the whole 8-26 mHz band; the panels in the middle show the corresponding amplitude spectra for data and synthetics (the vertical logarithmic scale spans three orders of amplitude) and the phase difference between the complex spectra of data and synthetics (on a scale of $\pm 4\pi$); to the right is the fit obtained by correcting the path with the smoothed phase difference curve.
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to build a library of phase correction curves for calibrated paths;
- to invert for the moment tensor in multiple frequency bands by combining the libraries of synthetic seismograms and of phase correction curves, following the approach outlined above.

Figure 8 displays examples of multiple-frequency, forward modelling for the vertical component of station KEG. To the left are the comparisons of data and synthetics computed for the reference model in five narrow frequency bands and in the whole 8-26 mHz band; the panels in the middle show the corresponding amplitude spectra for data and synthetics and the phase difference between the complex spectra; to the right are the fit obtained by correcting the path with the smoothed phase difference curve. Figure 9 shows the same for the vertical component of station AQU. The amplitude fit is very good across the whole frequency band, although the moment tensor used was computed in the narrow 8-10 mHz band shown in the top display (the slight amplitude discrepancy visible at high frequency for AQU is due to faulty instrumental calibration). When phase corrections are introduced, the alignment and the fit between data and synthetics in time domain is good across the frequency band of interest.

Figure 10 shows examples of moment tensor inversions using MedNet waveforms filtered in narrow (2 mHz) frequency bands, from 9 to 25 mHz, and in the whole 8-26 mHz range (cfr. figs. 8 and 9). The agreement among the fault geometries and the seismic moment values is quite encouraging, considering the very limited number of traces available for the inversion and the adoption of coarse phase calibrations.

6. Broad-band modelling: 5-50 s

Recently some experiments with broad-band regional data (Dreger and Helmberger, 1990; Zielhuis and Nolet, 1991) have shown that the use of stratified models allows the main characteristics of seismograms to be reproduced at local and regional distance, for relatively simple tectonic environments. Here we verify the
limits of application of stratified models for structural and source analyses at regional scale.

Several considerations can be made. The use of a stratified model to fit regional waveforms implies averaging the heterogeneities along the source-station path; this approximation adapts better to surface waves, which for their nature sample with a low frequency spectral content all the shallow structures along the source-station path. Body waves instead are sensitive to the superficial structure near the source and the station, while travelling mostly at depth along the rest of the path. It is thus likely that, especially at high frequency, a model representing a good average structure for surface waves will not reproduce the body waves adequately; a typical example is the case of hypocenter and station located on continental margins and the path crossing through an oceanic basin.

A second consideration regards the need to make use of body and surface waves on a wide band of frequencies. Indeed, the problem of obtaining a structural model from monochromatic surface waves is highly controversial; the use of surface waves spanning a large frequency range adds structural resolution with depth, while modelling body waves allows to constrain the hypocentral depth, the impedance layering near the surface, the depth of the main deep interfaces, and a mean deep structure.

The investigation of the lithospheric structure through inversion techniques has been attempted, although these methods are applicable only in the case of very simple structural models (at most one layer over a halfspace) and generally for small epicentral distance; they are not applicable to model a complete seismogram at regional distance in the case of a multi-layered structural model.

Here we employ a trial-and-error procedure, constraining the initial model with known structural elements along the path and adjusting the model to reproduce the observed characteristics of the signal: the relative amplitude of the surface and body waves, the complexity of the body waves, the duration of the surface waves coda, the arrival times of the P, S and surface wave phases. Once a good average model is found, we reproduce separately the fine structure of body waves phases at higher frequencies to calibrate the depth and impedance of the main interfaces, remaining close to the mean model.

Since we use a point source representation of the source, we position our analysis in the flat portion of the displacement source spec-
trum. The high-frequency limit of our analysis is thus connected to the source duration; for a moderate earthquake like the Eastern Sicily one, \( M_d = 3.7 \times 10^{24} \) dyne-cm, the expected duration of the fault is of few seconds and we model waves in the 5-50 period range.

Complete synthetic seismograms can be computed efficiently for a layered structure following the modal or the reflectivity approach. The reflectivity method has been widely used in the literature (Fuchs and Muller, 1971; Kennett, 1983). Here (Appendix A) we develop an algorithm to model body waves \( P - SV, SH \) and surface waves, based on the full reflectivity approach, following the formulation of Woodhouse (1980).

While reflectivity algorithms are now readily available, we preferred to conduct our own development, as these codes require extensive testing; for example, for the definition of the step and range for the integration in frequency and wave number. Comparative tests against published algorithms allowed the verification of the numerical accuracy of our procedure; a significant difference emerged in the comparison with published synthetics and was confirmed by the author to be due to errors on his side (Kennett, personal communication).

The advantages of adopting an analytic solution lie in the rapidity of calculus, in the accuracy and completeness of the synthetics, in the explicit integration over the plane \( \omega - k \), making possible the a priori choice of the frequencies and the branch to model. The use of depth-dependent velocity distribution limits the modelling to relatively simple structural environments. Dispersion and attenuation are introduced by choosing elastic parameters with an imaginary component (Woodhouse, 1980; Kennett, 1983). We choose the stations AQU and KEG to apply the proposed approach for different epicentral distances and tectonic paths.

**KEG** – The geophysical framework of the South-Eastern Mediterranean from Sicily to Africa is characterized by the collision between the African and Eurasian plates, with the transition from the Ionian Sea to the African craton (Cloeingh et al., 1979; Calcagnile et al., 1982) and the subduction under the Tyrrhenian and Aegean Seas (Spakman, 1989).

In fig. 11 we show the comparison between data and synthetics for the vertical (A,B) and radial (C,D) components at station KEG, filtered at 50 (A,C) and 30 (B,D) s. As antici-

![Waveform fitting for the vertical (A,B) and radial (C,D) components at station KEG, filtered at 50 (A,C) and 30 (B,D) s. Continuous lines indicate data, dashed lines are used for synthetics; the time scale is in seconds from the origin time.](image-url)
pated, the complete seismograms are dominated by the Rayleigh wave train. Seismic moment values derived from forward modelling at different frequencies are stable ($3.4-3.7 \times 10^{24}$ dyne-cm) and comparable with the value obtained by long period analysis (Giardini, 1991).

Figure 12 displays the family of structural models ($v_p, v_s, \rho$), which reproduce the waveforms along the KEG path; the dashed area provides a quantitative indication of the model uncertainty and of the structural heterogeneity along the path.

AQU - The Syracuse - L'Aquila, 600 km path crosses such different tectonic provinces as the volcanic region of Etna, the Tyrrhenian subduction zone (Giardini and Velonà, 1991), the Moho climb in the Tyrrhenian basin (Steinmetz et al., 1983) and the Appenninic crust (Mostardini and Merlini, 1986).

![Figure 12](image)

**Fig. 12.** Structural models used to reproduce the waveforms along the KEG path (see fig. 11), in terms of seismic velocities $v_p$ and $v_s$ (in km/s) and density $\rho$ (in gr/cm$^3$).

![Figure 13](image)

**Fig. 13.** Waveform fitting for the transversal component at station AQU, filtered at 50 (A) and 30 (B) s. Continuous lines indicate data, dashed lines are used for synthetics; the time scale is in seconds from the origin time.

To constrain the initial model we make use of information on the crustal and lithospheric structure from studies of gravimetry (Giese and Morelli, 1975), Moho depth and $P_s$ velocity for Italian earthquakes (Mele and Valensise, 1987), DSS and active seismology (Scarscica, 1982; Ferrucci et al., 1989; Nicolich, 1989), OBS observations (Steinmetz et al., 1983) and surface wave dispersion (Panza et al., 1980; Calcagnile et al., 1982; Cassinis, 1983). Even along this complex structure the assumption of a stratified model produces good results in the 30-50 s range. Figure 13 shows the comparison between data and synthetics for the transversal component at AQU, filtered at 50 (A) and 30 (B) s and dominated by the Love waves.

Modelling the body waves at higher frequency allows the depth of the event and the local structure in the source and station areas to be constrained. Figure 14 compares data and synthetics computed for different trial depths between 11 and 21 km and low-passed filtered at 10 s. The best fit is achieved for the hypocenter in the 13-15 km depth range.
Fig. 14. Comparison between data (thick line) and synthetics computed for different trial depths between 11 and 21 km and low-passed filtered at 10 s; normalized variances (the ratio between the misfit and the data norm) obtained at the six trial depths are 0.44, 0.28, 0.35, 0.49, 0.61, 0.73, constraining the hypocenter in the 13-15 km range.

7. Conclusions

The availability of broad-band digital data allows the analysis of the seismic signal in the low-noise frequency band for structural and seismic source studies.

We model complete seismograms – surface and body waves – for the December 13, 1990, Eastern Sicily earthquake, recorded at regional distances on the MEDNET stations AQU, BNI and KEG.

The inversion for the moment tensor is carried out following two approaches: we use a model-independent strategy to fit complete seismograms in the 100-130 s period range and we calibrate phase velocity curves along each path and invert surface waves in the 40-100 s range. Both methodologies yield stable and consistent results. The December 13, 1990, Eastern Sicily earthquake had a seismic moment of $M_0 = 3.7 \times 10^{24}$ dyne-cm, corresponding to magnitude values of $m_b = 5.5$, $M_S = 5.7$, $M_W = M_I = 5.8$.

We then model surface waves in the 30-50 s range and body waves to 5 s period, with a new full reflectivity code based on the «minors» integration, deriving average velocity models for the Central and Eastern Mediterranean and constraining the hypocenter of the 1990 Eastern Sicily earthquake to be in the 13-17 km depth range.
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Appendix A. The reflectivity method.

The response of a horizontally stratified medium to a point source is obtained by integration over frequency (ω) and wave number (κ) (Hudson, 1969). If the medium is isotropic, the response is conveniently separated in the P − SV and SH components. In a polar cylindrical coordinate system (z, r, φ), a point source at depth z = z_s produces an elastic displacement field:

\[
u = u(z, r, \phi) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega e^{i\omega t} \sum_{m = -\infty}^{\infty} \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{0}^{\infty} k dk \left\{ b^5_\omega R^m_\omega + b^7_\omega S^m_\omega + b^7_\omega T^m_\omega \right\}
\]

where \( R^m_\omega, S^m_\omega \) and \( T^m_\omega \) are spherical harmonic functions (Takeuchi and Saito, 1972).

The coefficients \( b^5_\omega (z, k, m, \omega) \) and \( b^7_\omega (z, k, m, \omega) \) are elements of the four components stress-displacement vector \( \mathbf{b}^5 \), linked to the components of motion \( P − SV \); similarly, \( b^7_\omega (z, k, m, \omega) \) is an element of the two components stress-displacement vector \( \mathbf{b}^7 \), linked to the component of motion \( SH \). The two vectors, for \( k, m \) and \( \omega \) fixed, are solutions of the system of differential equations

\[
\begin{align*}
\partial_z \mathbf{b}^5 &= \omega A^5 \mathbf{b}^5 \quad (z_a < z < z_s, z_s < z < z_b) \\
\partial_z \mathbf{b}^7 &= \omega A^7 \mathbf{b}^7 \quad (z_a < z < z_s, z_s < z < z_b) 
\end{align*}
\] (A.1)

The matrices \( A^5 \) and \( A^7 \) are defined for each homogeneous layer of the depth-dependent structural model. Boundary conditions in \( z_a \) and \( z_s \) will depend on the specific problem; generally, every solution for \( \mathbf{b}^5 \) will be a linear combination of two elementary vectors which, in the case of free surface in \( z_a \), impose a condition of null traction, or, at the bottom of the structure for \( z_b \), correspond to \( P − SV \) waves propagating in the half-space below. The vectors \( \mathbf{b}^5 \) and \( \mathbf{b}^7 \) admit only one discontinuity in correspondence of the seismic source

\[
\begin{align*}
[\mathbf{b}^5]_{z = 0}^{z = +0} &= s^5 \left[ \mathbf{b}^7 \right]_{z = 0}^{z = +0} = s^7 
\end{align*}
\]
where $s^T$ and $s^S$ can be written as functions of the elements of the tensor moment $M(t)$ (Hudson, 1969) and the spectrum of the source is defined as

$$\tilde{M}(\omega) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_0^\infty M(t) e^{-i\omega t} \, dt$$

The analytical solution of the differential equation system (A.1) for the components $P - SV$ is given by the propagator $P(z, z_0)$:

$$P(z, z_0) = \exp\left[\omega A^S (z - z_0)\right]$$

with the initial condition $P(z_0, z_0) = I$. Physically the propagator describes the stress-displacement vector $b^S(z)$ in any point of the medium when $b^S(z_0)$ is known:

$$b^S(z) = P(z, z_0) b^S(z_0)$$

A similar solution can be obtained for the $SH$ component. Woodhouse (1980) develops the full expansion for the $P-SV$ field; we derive here the SH formulation.

To apply the boundary conditions, $b^S$ and $b^T$ are propagated from the source in $z_s$ to the free surface in $z_a$ and to the limit with the halfspace below in $z_b$, by successive multiplication of the propagators corresponding to the different layers in the structure

$$b^S(z_a) = P(z_a, z_1) P(z_1, z_2) \ldots \ldots \ldots P(z_{N-1}, z) b^S(z)$$

The progressive application of the propagator can lead to loss of numerical precision when modelling high frequency waves in a multi-strata structure; to avoid this problem we follow the scheme proposed by Gilbert and Backus (1966) and developed by Woodhouse (1980). For any two solutions of the system, $b^S_i$ and $b^S_j$, the vector of the six anti-symmetric products of their elements

$$\left[b^S_{ij} b^S_{ji} - b^S_{ij} b^S_{ji}\right]_{ij}$$

defined minor, satisfies a sixth-order differential equation system, derived from the system for $b^S_i$, the propagation of minors avoids numerical instabilities and loss of precision.